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Executive Summary
Many firms are facing the challenge of transitioning
on-premises big data deployments into the
information fabric of their enterprise. Making
effective use of business data is an imperative
today, and to do so requires organizations to

• Consolidated investments and data availability
across the entire business
• More efficient use of resources, enabling
greater focus on innovation rather than
infrastructure management

implement modern data architectures that take
advantage of the cloud. This shift involves
revisiting previous decisions regarding big data
vendors and approach. It also requires migration
and consolidation to be core competencies.

This white paper provides a systematic

Without them, any transformation strategy will

approach to on-premises and cloud Hadoop

face greater business risks.

migration and shows:

To be successful a migration or consolidation
needs to be able to overcome key hurdles
including:

• The tool used for migration is the key to

• Downtime during migration
• Data and security model consistency
• New environment verification before a switch
over
There are numerous business and technical
benefits to be gained by migrating onpremises Hadoop environments to modern

avoiding downtime and business disruption
• To avoid migration downtime, the tool
must be transactional and multi-directional,
allowing a phased migration that enables old
and new clusters to operate in parallel while
data moves between them as it changes, until
migration is complete
• A comprehensive migration plan is critical
regardless of the tool used, to ensure that
organizational goals are met

cloud data architectures. These include:
• Lower cost scalable storage and compute
platforms leveraging an OPEX model

When looking at the shift to Big Data as a

• Greater functionality and performance offered
by Cloud Service Providers (CSP) and Cloud
Analytics vendor offerings

current eff rts it is essential to be able to answer

• Easier integration between cloud object stores
and other services on a cloud platform

“How do I get from what I have now
to what I need in the future?”

• Data infrastructures better equipped to handle
the volume and compute requirements for
today's ML workloads

Active migration is a central part of answering
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business platform for insight and its impact on
the key question

that question.
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Selecting the Right Tools and Processes
Passive or Active?
When it comes to migration there are two broad
choices: passive or active. Passive migration is
what Data Warehouse people will be
comfortable with, and what Hadoop vendors
provide out of the box. It essentially involves
taking a large extract at a given point in time,
loading it into the new environment, shutting off
the old environment, loading any additional data,
and then turning on the new environment.
This means downtime. It also normally means
sticking with one vendor as their tools are
designed to move data from one version of their
platform to another, not to migrate away.

Take full extract
(at night)

Shutdown

Take Delta

Create
Environment

Load

Verify

MIGRATION CHALLENGES —
WHY OLD SCHOOL WON’T
WORK IN THE NEW WORLD
“In the box” Hadoop Migration On-Premises
Hadoop migration projects most often rely on
DistCp, the unidirectional batch replication utility
built into Hadoop. DistCp is at the heart of the
backup and recovery solutions offered by the
Hadoop distribution vendors. It’s the tool they and
their systems integrator partners most frequently
rely on to deliver migration services, and its
limitations are at the root of the downtime and
disruption migration projects face.

Load Delta

Verify

Switch

Figure 1: Passive Migration approach from old to new environment requires downtime

Install
Connector

Feed to New
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Sync
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Figure 2: Active Migration approach from old to new environment requires no downtime and allows you to shift vendors

Active migration enables you to continually
synchronize between the old and new
environments. Both are live and operate in
parallel during migration. Data, applications and
users move in phases. Complete transition to
the new environment doesn’t take place until it’s
proven to be identical and defined acceptance
criteria are met. This approach eliminates
downtime and enables you to shift vendors
rather than stick with only one.
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With DistCp, significant administrator involvement
is required for setup, maintenance and monitoring.
Replication takes place at pre-scheduled
intervals in what is essentially a script-driven
batch mode of operation that doesn’t guarantee
data consistency. Any changes made to source
cluster data while the DistCp migration process
is running will be missed and must be manually
identified and moved to the new target cluster.
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In addition, DistCp is ultimately built on

the process, which often takes more than a

MapReduce and competes for the same

week. While this may be suitable for archiving

MapReduce resources production clusters

cold, less critical data to the cloud, it doesn’t

use for other applications, severely impacting

address migration of on-premises data that

their performance. These drawbacks require

continues to change.

production clusters to be offline during
migration, and they’re the same reasons cluster
backups using DistCp during normal operation
must be done outside of regular business hours.

In addition, such an approach doesn’t address
elastic data center, or hybrid cloud use
cases for on-demand burst-out processing
in which data has to move in and out of the

This necessarily introduces the risk of data loss

cloud continuously. This also doesn’t meet

from any network or server outages occurring

requirements for off-site disaster recovery

since the last after hours backup.

with the lowest possible RTO (recovery time

Another migration technique is to physically
transport hard- drives between old and new
clusters. In addition to downtime and limited
resource utilization during migration, there are
other challenges with this approach:
• If the underlying Hadoop file system format

objective) to get back up and running after a
network or server outage, nor does it enable
the lowest possible RPO (recovery point
objective) to minimize potential data loss from
unplanned downtime. In many industries, both
are mandated by regulatory as well as business
requirements to be a matter of minutes.

is different between the source and target
clusters, custom software development

Overcoming Migration Challenges

may be required to support complex data

The only way to avoid migration downtime and

transformation requirements. Data loss

disruption is to use a tool that allows existing and

often results from incorrectly translating,

new clusters to operate in parallel. This kind of

overwriting, or deleting data.

migration experience can only be achieved with

• Even a small Hadoop data node server will

a true active transactional replication solution

have at least 10 physical disks. In a cluster of

capable of moving data as it changes in both the

any size, it’s almost inevitable that one or more

old and new clusters, whether on-premise or

may be lost or damaged in transit.

in the cloud, with guaranteed consistency and
minimal performance overhead.

Hadoop to Cloud Migration
Hadoop distribution vendors have also added
support to their DistCp solutions for moving data
to the cloud, but the same challenges faced with
on-premises Hadoop migration remain.

With an active transactional migration
tool, applications can be tested to validate
performance and functionality in both the old
and new environments while they operate sideby-side. Data, applications, and users move in

For large-scale data migration, some cloud

phases and the old and new environments share

vendors offer an appliance-based approach.

data until the migration process is complete.

Typically a storage appliance is delivered to the

Problems can be detected when they occur,

customer’s data center and data is copied from

rather than after a period of downtime when

the customer’s servers to the appliance. The

they may be impossible to resolve without

appliance is then shipped back to the cloud

restarting the entire migration process,

vendor for transfer to their servers to complete

extending downtime even further.
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In addition, the tool must be agnostic to the

• Simplifying consolidation of multiple clusters

underlying Hadoop distribution and version,

running on any mix of distributions, versions

the storage it runs on, and in the case of cloud

and storage onto a single platform. Clusters

migration, the cloud vendor’s object storage.

and data in the new post- migration

The migration tool should also be capable of

environment can automatically be distributed

handling data movement between any number

in any configuration required both on-

of clusters if the goal is consolidation onto a

premises and in the cloud. This makes it easy

single big data platform, whether on-premises or

to bring new data centers on-line, or retire

in the cloud. WANdisco Fusion is such a solution.

existing ones as part of a migration project.

WANdisco Fusion overcomes migration
challenges by:
• Eliminating migration downtime and
disruption with patented one-way to N-way
active transactional data replication that

• Allowing administrators to define replication
policies that control what data is replicated
between clusters and selectively exclude data
from migration to specific clusters in the new
environment, or move it off to be archived.
• Providing forward recovery capabilities that

captures every change, guaranteeing data

allow migration to continue from where it left

consistency and enabling old and new clusters

off in the event of any network or server

to operate in parallel. WANdisco refers to this

outages.

as their LiveData capabilities, which is
supported across clusters deployed on any
storage supporting the Hadoop compatible file
system (HCFS) API, local NFS mounted file
systems running on NetApp, EMC Isilon, or any
Linux-based servers, as well as cloud object
storage systems such as Amazon S3, Microsoft
ADLS or Google Cloud Storage. This eliminates
many restrictions that would otherwise apply
during migration.
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The Four Phases of Migration: Strategy, Planning,
Execution and Adoption
Even with the best technologies, a clear strategy supported by a comprehensive migration plan is
required to ensure that organizational goals are met. This is the case regardless of whether you’re
migrating from one on-premises cluster to another, or planning a more complex consolidation
project across multiple data centers behind the firewall and in the cloud.

STRATEGY
PLANNING

Research

Test Plan

ADOPTION

Cutover Plan

EXECUTION

Environments

Data
Movement

Testing &
Verification

Cutover

Decomission
& Operations

Services
Movement

Figure 3: The Four Phases of Migration: Strategy, Planning, Execution, Adoption

STRATEGY
The first phase is to define a strategy that
outlines:
• Organizational goals and objectives based

• A complete list of risks and their impact on the
organization (e.g., an estimate of the cost of
any downtime).
• Well-defi ed roles and responsibilities for
migration tasks and deliverables.

on the priorities and expectations of your
development, operations and end-user
organizations, both pre-and post-migration.
• The scope of the migration effort. WANdisco
Fusion can support projects that require

PLANNING
The second phase is to define a plan that:
• Clearly defines the order and timing of

moving data across any number of clusters

each task during the execution phase with a

running on a variety of distributions, file

detailed project plan that includes estimates,

systems and cloud storage environments

dependencies, roles and responsibilities.

simultaneously without disruption. This
allows projects with much broader scope
than migrating a single active cluster from
one Hadoop distribution to another to be
completed in a much shorter timeframe.
• A clear description of the expected benefits
and acceptance criteria for your migration
project.
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• Produces a detailed test-plan that reflects the
acceptance criteria defined with stakeholders
during the strategy phase.
• Defines priorities and expectations, both preand post- migration. This research will also
help gather the information required to define
an adequate test plan.
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EXECUTION

At the end of execution the company has two

1. Establish the New Environment

functional and analytically equivalent. At this

Step one is to establish the new environment,
and validate its correct implementation before

active Hadoop clusters which should be data,
point, the foundation for adoption of the new
environment is in place.

moving data to it.
With WANdisco Fusion’s patented LiveData
capabilities, all clusters are fully active, readwrite at local network speed everywhere,

ADOPTION
1. Testing and Verification

continually synchronized as changes are made

This stage measures the new environment

on either cluster, and recover automatically from

against the set of acceptance criteria defined

each other after an outage.

in your migration plan. Using approaches
such as mRapid and LEAP from Capgemini

2. Migrate Data
WANdisco Fusion allows data transfer to take place
while operations in both the old and new clusters
continue as normal. You can test applications
and compare results in both the old and new
environments in parallel and validate that data

this functional and analytical equivalence,
also known as outcome equivalence, can be
automated. These tools and solutions enable the
automated testing of reports, HIVE and other
Hadoop based data technologies as well as more
complex analytical models such as R.

has moved correctly and applications perform

By automating the process and not relying on

and function as expected. WANdisco Fusion can

visual confirmation a business is not only able

also replicate data selectively to control which

to more rapidly and accurately verify outcome

directories go where. Data not needed post-

equivalence but also do so at a much lower cost

migration can be moved off or archiving.

base than human driven approaches.

If network or server outages occur during
migration, WANdisco Fusion has built-in forward

2. Cutover

recovery features that enable migration to

Cutover can be handled in a few ways depending

automatically continue from where it left off

on the business requirements and plan, but

without administrators having to do anything.

thanks to WANdisco’s LiveData capabilities, data
and services between environments can be

3. Migrate Applications
Migration must include moving the analytical
services and other applications that run on your

transitioned in a phased approach rather than
needing a ‘big bang’ approach where everything
moves in a single bound.

existing Hadoop platform. To facilitate this,

By enabling this approach it becomes possible

it’s crucial that services are moved to ‘shadow

to performance test and verify the cut-over, and

running’ often in a headless mode where they

in cloud based environments to actively scale the

are disconnected from enterprise systems, but

cluster as new services switch from shadow

where functionality and performance can be

running to taking enterprise load. At the end of

tested between the old and new environments.

cut-over, all services are transitioned and no

This migration will often require applications to

enterprise or business functions are relying on

be modified in some way to take advantage of, or

the old cluster.

remove reliance on a particular vendor’s tool set.
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3. Decommissioning and Operations

can continue to be used; either as a disaster
recovery (DR) environment, or as a hybrid,

The final stage is the transition towards
standard operations for the new cluster and the
decommissioning of the old cluster.

acitve-active configuration, where the old and
new environments are used in parallel, but for
potentially different applications or workloads,

Or, WANdisco’s LiveData approach can continue

while WANdisco Fusion continues to keep the data

to be used to provide additional options

consistent across the different environments.

and benefits. With LiveData, the old cluster

CLUSTER

Vendor A
Active

Vendor A
Active

Decomission

Migrate

CLUSTER

Vendor B
Active

Vendor B
Active
Sync

Vendor B
Active

Vendor B
Active

Figure 4: No”BigBang”Cutover
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Post Migration
Post-migration WANdisco Fusion enables:

This enables global organizations to only
replicate what’s required, and keep sensitive

Continuous availability with guaranteed
data consistency

data where it belongs to meet business and
regulatory requirements.

WANdisco Fusion guarantees continuous
availability and consistency with patented
LiveData capabilities for the lowest possible RTO

Minimal data security risks

and RPO across any number of clusters any

In addition to working with all of the available

distance apart, whether on-premise or in the

on-disk and network encryption technologies

cloud. Your data is available when and where you

available for Hadoop, WANdisco Fusion only

need it. You can lose a node, a cluster, or an

requires the Fusion servers to be exposed

entire data center,and know that all of your data

through the firewall for replication between on-

is still available for immediate recovery and use.

premises data centers, and to the cloud. This

When your servers come back online, WANdisco

dramatically reduces the attack surface available

Fusion automatically resynchronizes your

to hackers.

clusters after a planned or unplanned outage as
quickly as your bandwidth allows.

100% use of cluster resources

In contrast, DistCp solutions require every
data node in every cluster to be able to talk to
every other through the firewall. This creates an
untenable level of exposure as well as an

WANdisco Fusion eliminates read-only backup

unreasonable burden on network security

servers by making every cluster fully writable

administrators as cluster size grows.

as well as readable and capable of sharing data
and running applications regardless of location,
turning the costly overhead of dual environments
during migration into productive assets. As a result,
otherwise idle hardware and other infrastructure
becomes fully productive, making it possible to
scale up your Hadoop deployment without any
additional infrastructure.

Selective replication on a per folder basis

Active-transactional hybrid cloud
The same unique capabilities that support
parallel operation of on-premise and cloud
environments during migration enable WANdisco
Fusion to support true public-private hybrid cloud
deployments post-migration. WANdisco Fusion
transfers data as it changes between cloud
environments and on-premises Hadoop
clusters with guaranteed consistency.

WANdisco Fusion allows administrators to
define replication policies that control what data
is replicated between Hadoop clusters, onpremises file systems and cloud storage.
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Conclusion
Hadoop migration strategies and the tools that support them need to account for a wide variety of
requirements.
In summary, with a LiveData approach to migration you have the ability to:
• Operate both old and new clusters in parallel, without stopping operation in the old cluster either
during, or after migration.
• Make data produced in your new production cluster available in the old cluster infrastructure as
part of a hybrid cloud strategy.
• Test applications in parallel in the old and new environments to validate functionality and
performance.
• Phase your migration of data, applications and users.
• Consolidate multiple clusters in a distributed environment running on a mix of distributions and
storage onto a single on-premise or cloud platform distributed in any manner your organization
requires.
• Eliminate the need to restrict your production environment to a single cluster. Both old and new,
or a combination of multiple clusters and cloud storage environments, can be operational and
work on the same underlying content on an opt-in basis.
With WANdisco's LiveData approach to big data migration to the cloud, there is no application
downtime during migration, no risk of data loss, and no data inconsistencies even when data sets
are under active change.

For more information please visit:
www.wandisco.com/platform and www.capgemini.com/insights-data
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